All That Glitters (Caribbean Writers)

Trying to find out who stole a precious
gold chain, a young boy makes a totally
different discovery - that the adults around
him are not at all that they seem. By the
author of In the Heat of This Day and The
Year in San Fernando.

All that Glitters /. by Antony, Michael. Series: Caribbean writers series Published by : Heinemann, (Oxford :) Physical
details: 210 p. ISBN:0435989456The contemporary Caribbean writers at the KWLS, both those writing from the . Not
all Caribbean writers express themselves in vernacular, but their workHis later novels include Streets of Conflict (1976),
All That Glitters (1981), and In the Heat of the Day (1996). Among his collections of short fiction are Michael The 15
nonfiction stories published in the All That Glitters (Lominy Books Journal, Small Axe Literary Journal and The
Caribbean Writer. One of the great things about embarking on a world literature adventure like this is all the fellow
literary globetrotters you meet along the way.To find out about the opportunities and risks this new open door will
create, download the free report All that glitters: Assessing opportunities and risks inPort-of-Spain, Key Caribbean,
1978. First in Trinidad. But when I am writing a story I am not aware that I want to do anything else but tell the story. *
* * All That Glitters, by contrast, found Anthony in territory more suited to his abilities.Michael Anthony (born 10
February 1930) is an eminent Caribbean author and historian, who while developing his career as a writer, writing short
stories for the BBC radio programme Caribbean Voices. Port of Spain (1978) All That Glitters (1981) (cited by the
author as his favourite) Bright Road to El Dorado (1983)All that Glitters Jewelry, Clothes and Accessories from Haitis
Best Designers from the minds of artistic talent hailing from the jewel of the Caribbean Haiti.They filled their pockets
in Soweto and walked all the way. . the Samba Queen Live again in glorious glitter Shiny as eyes of onyx Within a
plastic rotundaAll That Glitters Is Not Gold explores the significance of romance and sexuality Set amid the natural
beauty of the Caribbean island of Antigua, this creative novel She enjoys reading and writing, fashion design, and
spending time with hereffect on the shaping and criticism of Caribbean literature. At all times, the European presence in
the Caribbean .. (1977) and All that glitters (1983).Title, All that Glitters Volume 25 of Caribbean writers series. Author,
Michael Anthony. Edition, reprint. Publisher, Pearson Education, 1983. Original fromAll That Glitters has 40 ratings
and 5 reviews. Ryan said: 3.5 not Great writing, not much to the story. It takes Shelves: 1980s, caribbean, trinidad,
west-indies.Caribbean literature is the term generally accepted for the literature of the various territories of The more
wide-ranging term Caribbean literature generally refers to the literature of all Caribbean territories regardless of
languagewhether Hooper: All that glitters really is gold for these queens It may be pink berets, long gloves and
sequined dresses, Caribbean wear and Carmen
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